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C NMR spectrum (126 MHz, CDCl3) of compound 27. 
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Macintosh HD:Applications (Mac OS 9):MacNUTS Lite:MacNUTS Installer ƒ:MacNUTS:data:$SER3-251_1H13C
VIP number 1279764, C13CPD CDCl3 usr2 Reisman 1, 




Pulse length =    5.100 usec
Recycle delay =    2.000 sec
NA  =    232
PTS1d = 32768 
F1  =  125.771568 MHz
F2  =   1.000000 MHz
SW1 =   31446.54 Hz 
AT1 =   1.04 sec
Hz per Pt 1stD =   0.96 Hz 
SW2 =       1.00 Hz 
Hz per Pt 2ndD =   1.00 Hz 
O1  =   13834.3818 Hz 
O2  =      -1.0000 Hz 
LB1 =  1.00      Hz 
TP    A =  89.53
      B = -57.66 
      C =   0.00 
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Macintosh HD:Applications (Mac OS 9):MacNUTS Lite:MacNUTS Installer ƒ:MacNUTS:data:$Jun30-2003-Rei_10
VIP number 1279764, 




Pulse length =    7.000 usec
Recycle delay =    1.000 sec
NA  =     16
PTS1d = 32768 
F1  =  400.132477 MHz
F2  =   1.000000 MHz
SW1 =    8278.10 Hz 
AT1 =   3.96 sec
Hz per Pt 1stD =   0.25 Hz 
SW2 =       1.00 Hz 
Hz per Pt 2ndD =   1.00 Hz 
O1  =    2462.0701 Hz 
O2  =      -1.0000 Hz 
LB1 =  0.10      Hz 
TP    A =  113.96
      B = -197.00 
      C =   0.00 
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Figure S86.
 13
C NMR spectrum (126 MHz, CDCl3) of compound 119. 
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